Drastic changes of ventromedial medulla neuronal properties induced by barbiturate anesthesia. I. Comparison of the single-unit types in the same awake and pentobarbital-treated rats.
By means of single-unit recordings, as we have already performed in other studies, we have found that in the awake, drug-free, freely moving rat, there is only one neuronal class potentially involved in nociception and its control at the ventromedial medulla level (VMM, a structure involved in the spinal descending control systems of nociception): the 'multireceptive multimodal' units. These neurons are always activated by very light mechanical (air puff, light touch) and mechanical (pinch, pin-prick) or thermal noxious stimuli, in addition to an auditory stimulus. During identical VMM penetrations, performed in the same animals tested first awake and then anesthetized a few days later with 30 mg/kg of i.p. pentobarbital, we once again found the 'multireceptive multimodal' units, but this time with physiological properties that were strongly modified: in particular, we noted a disappearance of the nociceptive responses consecutive to a strong noxious heat pulse application (36-51 degrees C), associated sometimes with a reduction of the responses due to innocuous stimulation. This is in agreement with the classical effects of barbiturates. In light of previous observations reported in the literature devoted to the VMM physiology in the anesthetized rat, the most important observation in our study was that, with pentobarbital anesthesia, we recorded 'new' neuronal classes as compared to the awake condition. In these classes, which appeared to be qualitatively similar to those already reported under anesthesia, we found the units exclusively driven by innocuous stimulation (excited for the majority), the units specifically driven by noxious stimulation (half excited, half inhibited) and a 'multireceptive multimodal' group inhibited or excited-inhibited by non-noxious and noxious stimuli (half of the multireceptive group). All these data demonstrate that barbiturate anesthesia strongly modifies the VMM physiology in relation to nociception. Furthermore, since our results, that were obtained in anesthetized rats, were qualitatively identical to those described in the literature under similar experimental conditions, they raise the question of the appropriateness of using a barbiturate anesthetic in order to study the cellular mechanisms related to nociception at this level. In addition, these findings indicate that the obtention of only one neuronal class in the awake, drug-free, freely moving rat (the excited 'multireceptive' neurons) is not due to an experimental bias, which strongly emphasizes the reliability of using awake animals. However, it remains to be determined by which mechanisms pentobarbital 'distorts' the VMM physiology as compared to the normal, standard physiological conditions of the awake animal.